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Charlie Beckwith Recounts a Moving Encounter 

There’s rarely a Notes posting goes by that Charlie Beckwith doesn’t drop an email 

expressing gratitude for keeping up with classmate adventures. This time, he related that, after 

30+ years of wearing eyeglasses, he finally decided to take a chance on cataract surgery. He had 

his first eye done by a young Korean doctor working for the VA in Charleston, South Carolina. 

After two weeks of smooth and favorable sailing, he went in for the prep for the second eye 

where he met with a different masked face who said that he would be doing the second eye. At 

the day-after appointment at 0700, the masked Doctor (a young man Charlie assumed to be an 

intern or junior resident or), went through a methodical, careful, and thorough examination of his 

work and answered every one of Charlie’s questions with surprising and greatly appreciated 

clarity and substance.  When he left the exam room for a moment, Charlie told Deanne that they 

needed to write down his name because Charlie wanted to be sure to get this impressive doctor as 

his Doc if anything went wrong after they returned home. When the doctor came back, Charlie 

asked his name; he replied Aker, and Charlie said, “I had a classmate with that name, a very 

smart, impressive, handsome, and big-time athlete.” The young Doc stopped his exam, stared 

into Charlie’s blurry eyes and asked where he had gone to school. When Charlie replied West 

Point ’68, the doctor’s demeanor changed and he said, “That’s my father.”  Dr. Jonathan Aker, 

son of our classmate Alan Aker, returning clarity of sight with confident and expert attention to 

detail for one of his father’s classmates. Young Doctor Aker reported that his father met his 

mother when they were both residents at Cornell and they moved to Boca Raton, Florida in the 

early 80s. His father has practiced ophthalmology for the past four decades, and took the family 

back to visit West Point often when they returned to New York for family events. Charlie 

reflected that he knew he was in good hands, but they were better than I could have hoped. Some 

classmates cast a giant shadow – and some help you see – and some do both. Using his new-

found sight, Charlie has already read John Hedley’s compilation. In doing so, he noticed 

reference to Alan Aker and felt quiet satisfaction of appreciation for the continuing contributions 

of classmates serving on land and sea.  Well done. 

 

Dale Hansen Continues to Pick up the Pieces 

The weekend after our Remembrance Weekend, Dale Hansen visited Alison Saksena, 

Bill Little’s half-sister and gave her John Hedley’s From the Shadows book, along with 

programs, photo of all fallen classmates, and the commemorative condolence card folder from 

the previous weekend activities. After the presentation, Dale (ever the dedicated classmate) 

returned home to focus on finding lost sheep John Armstrong, Mike Gorecki, Phil Kreuger, 

Chuck Parker, John Toraason, and Dan Popov. Any help from classmates would be 

appreciated. 



[Photo #1 – “Two of Bill Little’s classmates 

from Pingry School in Hillsdale, NJ, Dale Hansen, Alison Saksnena and her daughter and 

husband gather for Dale’s delivery of John Hedley’s latest book and mementos from our 

Remembrance Weekend”] 

 

Ceremony at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
We’ve come a long way since 1988 when we first gathered at the Vietnam Veterans 

Memorial to remember and honor our classmates whose names were gouged into the black 

granite of The Wall. There was a good sized contingent of classmates still in uniform in the DC 

area, but they were deep in transitions – next step in or out of uniform and kids’ next step in or 

out of college. First, we got the class together. Then, more classmates started helping, widows 

and families were included, and our classmates whose names are on The Wall were appropriately 

remembered. This year, Dave Ohle, Jess Gatlin, Henry Riser, Glenn Hewitt, and Sandy 

Cohen planned and coordinated with 20 classmates who representatives of our fallen classmates 

and their families as well as a throng of classmates, as needed,  to put together an magnificent 

staging area overlooking The Wall. A new and welcome touch for the area were folding chairs 

that had to be added, arranged, rearranged, and taken down in a timely manner. Dave Ohle 

welcomed us, as he did in 1988. Tom Margrave came down from Cortland, New York to 

convey the Invocation and participate in other venues. Class President Dutch Hostler delivered a 

stirring Commemoration. Henry Riser read the Roll Call as Glen Hewitt passed out yellow roses 

and a commemorative condolence card folder supplied by the Association of Graduates, to the 20 

classmate representatives who would escort families of the fallen to the appropriate spot at The 

Wall where our classmates are listed. 

[Photo #2 – “Class President Dutch Hostler delivering his 

Commemoration Address at our Remembrance ceremony at The Wall”] 



Photo #3 – “Rev. Tom Margrave delivering the Invocaton during 

our Remembrance ceremony at The Wall”] 

 

Wrapping up the Sitting Part of the The Wall Ceremony 
After roses and cards were distributed by Henry and Glen, and Sandy finished the Cadet 

Prayer, all in attendance bagan to make their way to The Wall.  

[[Photo #4 – “As Henry Riser read the Roll Call of our 

fallen classmates, Glen Hewitt handed a yellow rose to Fred Shahid on behalf of Bill Little”] 

[Photo #5 – “The 20 class representatives of 

our fallen classmates sunning themselves in preparation to their walk to The Wall”] 

 

What Goes Around… 
An additional surprise group who attended The Wall ceremony consisted of three members of 

our 50 year Affiliation Class who are currently stationed with The Old Guard at Ft Myers.  

[Photo #6 – “Gordon Tillery with three 

members of our Affiliation class of 2018 joining us at The Wall ceremony”]  



 

A Stroll to The Wall 
The short stroll to the wall gave us time to chat with other attendees, remember previous 

treks in preparations to seek names on panels and lines, and reminisce about happier and sadder 

days.  

[Photo #7 – “Prio to getting up, Dan & Gwynne Taylor take in 

the assembly that our classmates had put together”] 

[Photo #8 – “John Hedley escorted  Ralph Hawley, 

Rick’s brother, to Rick’s location on The Wall. Ralph met Dave Alexander's widow, Louis, at a 

gathering of NOK who lost family members in Vietnam and have maintained contact ever since, 

Around John and Ralph are Jess Gatlin, Jim Tanski (who was a representative for Ken 

Cummings at The Wall and a reader at the Army Museum event the next day), and Henry Riser 

Leading the way”] 

 

At The Wall 
 

[Photo #9 – “Ross Nagy, one of our honoree's 

representatives, who stood in for the next-of-kin in their absence, took this picture showing Don 

VanCook engraved on The Wall with his yellow rose and an AOG commemorative condolence 

card folder”]  



[Photo #10 – “Janet with hubbie Charlie Lieb who is 

pointing out classmate, lacrosse teammate and 1/506
th

 mate Don Workman where Don was 

killed during Operation Ripcord. Charlie was Don’s representative at The Wall and Reader the 

next day at the Army Museum event”] 

 

More at The Wall 
 

[Photo #11 – “Lynn & Terry Wildrick after paying respects at Pete 

Connor’s site at The Wall”]  

[Photo #12 – “Reflections of Al & Katherine Vitters with the class at 

The Wall ceremony”] 

The Signal to Depart 
As our assemblage at The Wall drew to a close, a drummer and bugler from The Old 

Guard appeared at the edge of The Wall. The slow drum beat got our attention, the bugler 

sounded Taps, we faced the American Flag at the spot we had assembled for our ceremony, and 

veterans rendered a hand salute. The view of the drummer and bugler at the left, the Flag at the 

right, the green grass in the middle, and the Capitol Dome over the hill on the horizon 

emphasized the fact that we have been – and continue to be – part of something special. The only 

sound was the bugle. 

 



After The Wall 
Every After Action Report that has been conducted since the class has been creating large 

events has asked, “What can we do better?” and the universal response has been, “Give us more 

‘down’ time so we can just visit and talk.” While accomplishing that request is easier said than 

done due to time/distance issues at reunion entailing travel to West Point, that response has been 

met at numerous gatherings featuring Remembrances either at The Wall or Ft Benning. After our 

gathering at The Wall, buses returned to the Sheraton, the Hospitality Suite was opened, and time 

was our own. The location of the hotel was perfect for sightseeing in the District, shopping at the 

Marine Corps PX at Henderson Hall, paying respects to more loved ones at Arlington National 

Cemetery, or sitting down, rehydrating, talking, and listening.  

[Photo #13 – “Andy & Betty Shaffer visited Arlington to pay respect to 

Andy’s father and mother”] 

[Photo #14 – “Regimental mates Ray Puffer and Mike 

Cerrone catching up with Dwight Lee, Tom Margrave, and Kathryn Kaufman in the 

background at the Hospitality Suite”] 

 

More Meetings 

[Photo # 15 – “Jennifer Harrelson with hubby Keith and B-1 mate 

Larry Stevenson”]  



[Photo # 16 – “Rich Scaglione, Bob Swedock, and Pete Sowa”] 

 

Jock Merriam Still Getting Kids to Excell 

While Jock Merriam was re-graying with Beast company mate Greg Unangst, Cadet 

Band mate Marv Markley, and company mate Skip Greeby (see AOG ’68 Photo Album page 

for a photo ), Jock’s bride, Malena, was telling us how Jock is keeping his boyish figure – 

rowing. They both say, and Tom McNaugher (who rows multiple times a week on the Potomac) 

echoes, that there’s not a lot of strain but lots of movement and flexibility – motion is lotion. As 

mentioned earlier, Jock and his and Malena’s daughter own and run a rowing club in West Palm 

Beach, Florida and are members of the Florida Scholastic Rowing Association – an organization 

that promotes high school student participation in rowing. The association conducts meets and 

hands out awards to academic and athletic stand-outs. Last season a father of a contestant 

purchased and established a trophy dedicated to competition in girls’ sculling, and named the 

trophy after the oldest rowing competitor he knows whose first name is the same as his.  

[Photo #17 – “Note the name of the trophy held by its winner next to its 

namesake.  

Jock’s next stop this summer is a rowing competition in France where he will take a side 

trip for a week of wine tasting on a river barge excursion. Jock is also proud to have his picture 

taken with Dick Steiner – his “twin” – at least they seemed to be when they attended the 

Guatemalan Military Academy in 1966. Jock Merriam Still Getting Kids to Excell. Thanks to 

Dick for providing us with a CD of tunes that influenced us in one way or another during tours in 

Southeast Asia.  He has already created a CD of all-time hits during our time as cadets for our 

55th reunion. Plan to attend just for that. 

[Photo #18 – “Dick Steiner and Jock Merriam remembering cadet days in 

Central America”] 

 


